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SSA - A bridge to the stars
PAST
Student Space  Awareness (SSA) is a student run organization established to  employ and pro-
mote the efforts of students to  increase the  awareness of the space program and to contribute in
formulating a national space agenda.  SSA was formed as  Student  Space Action in 1993 by
outspoken students who were  seeking to  take an active role in the space program.
The initial  actions of this group were to go to congress in  Washington  DC to talk to its members
about the space program.  To   better achieve an impact with these members of congress,  these
students developed a web page with the first on-line  interactive  petition on the internet.  This
initial  petition enabled these  students to show the broad based  support for the space program to
members of congress not  only throughout the nation, but in their  specific  communities.
It became clear  that an awareness of the space program and  interest in  participating were
prerequisites for any attempt at   positive actions to take place.  Individuals must be  informed
before they can make informed decisions.  It was  at this point in  the Fall of 1994 that we changed
the name  to Student Space  Awareness and altered the focus to  educating students in order to
give them an opportunity to  take an active role in the space  program.  Students were  chosen as
the focus of our efforts  because, as a collective  body, students carry a large voice with  our
elected  officials.
Today’s average  college student was born into a world in which  people  traveled, worked and
lived in space.  Not many people have   gone into space, but enough that we had thought it routine.
Students believe that we will work more in space, develop  new  technologies and manufacture
products in space.
With the  additional priorities of informing and teaching about   space, the web page was upgraded
to include a clickable map  of  the space shuttle.  This map displays the different  parts of the
shuttle and provides information about the  crew quarters, the  external tank, the main shuttle
engines,  the cargo bay, the solid  rocket boosters and a host of  other important space sites on the
internet.
This  educational role did not stop us from continuing our trips   to the nation’s capitol, but en-
hanced our ability to  advocate  various space programs.  In speaking to members of  Congress,
we  realized that they often did not have the time  to fully  comprehend the scope and importance
of some  projects before they  were asked to vote on them.  We  broadened our educational goals
to encompass all citizens,  but attempting to maintain a focus on  students.
With the  assistance of the Cocoa Beach Chamber of Commerce,   McDonnell Douglas, Boeing,
Rockwell and the Utilize Our  Human  Space Program SSA has been able to travel to congress
each summer  since 1993 to show their support for the  international space  station.  In addition to
the summer  trips, students from SSA have  joined with ProSpace, a  citizen group which is a sister
organization of the Space  Frontier Foundation, in their “March  Storm,” an annual  excursion to
congress.  In the past such trips  have  advocated the commercialization of space, SSTO/RLV
technology and Alphatown, a commercialized space station.
A group of  students from SSA traveled to Russia in the summer of  1996  and visited the Krunichev
Space plant and Research   Processing Facility.  While there they were able to see the   Function
Cargo Block (FGB) which is the power module for the   International Space Station.  SSA students
had a chance to  stand if front of what is going to be a piece of  history. An  opportunity like  this was
the chance of a  lifetime.  The plant manager was quoted as saying, “ One day  when I was as
young as you, I had the chance to visit a  plant of spacecrafts.  Since then I have worked on space
related projects. Now I offer the same opportunity  to  you.” This is the opportunity we  would like to
offer  numerous other students across this nation.  The chance to  actively participate in their future
as the decisions are  being made in Washington D.C.
PRESENT
In the present SSA has continued the efforts of the founders  by  sending students to the nation’s
capitol to educate  congress and  show their support for specific projects.  The  web page has been
updated and upgraded to incorporate  current available software  enhancements.  The educa-
tional  horizons have been broadened and  students have been  gathering together to discuss the
future of  space.
The web page has been upgraded and the educational  components  have been enhanced.  In
addition to the space  shuttle we now have  information about the International  Space Station and
30 years of  technology from the space  program.  The interactive petition has  been upgraded to
reflect current happenings within the space  community.  The  information gathered by this petition
forms a  database  which is utilized to inform congress as well as  attempting  to increase the
activity of students within and around  the  space program.  When we visit Washington DC we
provide the   members of congress with a list of their constituents who  support  the space topics
we promote.
On March 8, 1997 SSA held the first Annual Student Space  Congress  at The Space Policy
Institute at George Washington  University in  Washington DC.  Students from around the  country
were invited to  participate in an interactive forum  with space leaders from the  White House, U.S.
Congress, and  NASA to exchange viewpoints and  opinions concerning our  national space priori-
ties.
SSA has developed a program to visit grammar schools and is   currently teaching fourth and fifth
graders about space and  space  related topics.  This is currently happening at the  Palm Terrace
Elementary school in Daytona Beach.  The  elementary school  children voted on which topics
they would  most like to learn  about.  SSA then developed presentations  for these students on
the topics selected, The Space  Shuttle, Life on Mars, The  Planets, and Future Space Craft.
These presentations were  created with the assistance of the  NASA Teacher’s Resource Center
at the Center for Space  Education.  Other topics which are being  developed for  learning plans
include The Apollo Program and the   International Space Station.  SSA members developed
lesson  plans  to take the place of the regularly scheduled science  class, visited the elementary
school and taught the children the   selected topics for that particular class.
SSA invited Dr. Zubrin to speak at the Embry Riddle campus  about  “The Case for Mars.”  Dr.
Zubrin is a leading  proponent of  sending a manned mission to Mars and this  provided a learning
opportunity to the students of not only  Embry Riddle, but of  other colleges and Universities in the
area.  SSA members  traveled to the other schools to make  certain that these other  students were
aware of the event.
FUTURE
As we look to the future of SSA, we would like everyone to  be  fully aware of the opportunities that
space affords  them.  We  would like for space to be open to all of the  world’s citizen’s  as easily as
air travel is today.
We will continue our journeys to congress to educate new  members  about existing and future
programs, to educate  existing members  about new programs and to educate  ourselves about
how our  government works.  We will travel  to Washington so that we might  travel to the stars.  We
will tell the members of Congress,  Senators or  representatives, Republican or Democrat, Liberal
or   Conservative, man or woman, that we want to explore space,  that  we have so much to learn
from space and that this is  the right  time, the right place, and the right thing to  do.
We are already planning our Second Annual Space Congress,  which  we expect to surpass the
success of the first.  We  expect a  larger event with more students, space leaders and  more
opportunities for interactive discussions.
We have begun to expand to campuses around the country.   Chapters  have recently formed in
Arizona and Texas and  students from other  states have been inspired by what we  are doing and
are putting  together chapters of their own.
We are planning on expanding our grammar school program.  We   expect to increase the number
of schools that we will visit,   expand the number of topics for which we have lesson plans,  and
prepare lesson plan packages to send to other chapters  to help  them initiate this type of program
in their  region.
We are planning on educating many individuals from fourth  graders  to congressional leaders, all
of whom are  important.  The future  is being planned today and we need  to be able to make the
correct  decisions.  Education is the  key to bridging the ideas of our  young to the products of  the
future.
